Unveiling Shadows: Harnessing Artificial Intelligence for Insider Threat Detection
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ABSTRACT
Insider threats pose a significant risk to organizations, necessitating robust detection mechanisms to safeguard against potential damage. Traditional methods struggle to detect insider threats operating within authorized access. Therefore, the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques is essential. This study aimed to provide valuable insights for insider threat research by synthesizing advanced AI methodologies that offer promising avenues to enhance organizational cybersecurity defenses. For this purpose, this paper explores the intersection of AI and insider threat detection by acknowledging organizations’ challenges in identifying and preventing malicious activities by insiders. In this context, the limitations of traditional methods are recognized, and AI techniques, including user behavior analytics, Natural Language Processing (NLP), Large Language Models (LLMs), and Graph-based approaches, are investigated as potential solutions to provide more effective detection mechanisms. For this purpose, this paper addresses challenges such as the scarcity of insider threat datasets, privacy concerns, and the evolving nature of employee behavior. This study contributes to the field by investigating the feasibility of AI techniques to detect insider threats and presents feasible approaches to strengthening organizational cybersecurity defenses against them. In addition, the paper outlines future research directions in the field by focusing on the importance of multimodal data analysis, human-centric approaches, privacy-preserving techniques, and explainable AI.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Insider threats present a considerable security risk, as malicious actors within an organization can heavily damage it through unauthorized access to sensitive information. Insider threats include current or former employees, contractors, and business partners who leverage their sanctioned access privileges to an organization's networks, systems, or data to intentionally compromise the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of the organization's information technology assets or the information itself. The gravity of the insider threat stems from the insider's knowledge of internal processes and systems, and their ability to intentionally misuse their authorized access to negatively affect the organization through data theft, sabotage, or fraud. Developing robust insider threat programs to detect and prevent such risks remains an imperative but challenging endeavor for most enterprises and institutions [1]. In [2], it was discovered that 27% of cybercrime incidents were suspected to be carried out by individuals within the organization, and 30% of those surveyed believed that insiders caused greater harm compared to external attackers. In [3], internal fraudsters were identified as the main culprits in 29% of economic crime cases.

Detecting insider threats is challenging, as malicious insiders can operate within their authorized access permissions, and their actions may appear harmless when examined in isolation. Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques offer potential solutions for more effective insider threat detection. AI can identify patterns and anomalies in user behavior that may indicate malicious intent before serious damage occurs [4]. An efficient insider threat detection program is imperative given the increasing number and severity of insider incidents. This study aims to address this primary concern. Even with AI’s potential, most enterprises and institutions still find it difficult to put solid solutions into practice. This paper presents an overview of the current AI techniques utilized to detect insider threats, discusses the major challenges, and highlights potential research and development opportunities in the field to provide a comprehensive understanding. In addition, it explores cutting-edge approaches involving machine learning, natural language processing, knowledge graphs, and adversarial AI to identify insider threats. Furthermore, it addresses the main
challenges related to model interpretability, bias reduction, and privacy protection.

II. INSIDER THREAT

The insider threat describes the risk that someone who has authorized access to sensitive information or systems within an organization may misuse that access to compromise or harm it. This includes compromising the integrity, confidentiality, or availability of the organization's data, personnel, or physical premises. Since the threat comes from an insider, they already have some level of trust and access, making this type of threat especially risky [5]. Insider threats originate from individuals within the organization, such as regular staff, freelancers, interns, and other personnel linked to the company. These internal actors possess different degrees of trust and authority [6]. The total average cost of insider threat incidents was estimated to be $15.4 million in 2022, up 37% over previous years [7]. The patterns shown in Figure 1 highlight the necessity of implementing robust insider threat mitigation programs.

The Carnegie Mellon University-based CERT division has identified four distinct categories for malicious insider activity [8], which are shown in Figure 2:

- **Information Technology (IT) Sabotage:** This involves insiders employing IT resources to intentionally cause harm to either an organization or an individual.

- **Intellectual Property (IP) Theft:** Insiders exploit IT tools to steal intellectual property from the organization. This category encompasses instances of industrial espionage, which might also involve external actors.

- **Fraud:** Insiders misuse IT capabilities to illicitly alter, append, or remove an organization's data (excluding programs or systems) with the intention of personal benefit. Additionally, this class encompasses instances where information theft leads to crimes such as identity theft or credit card fraud.

- **Miscellaneous:** This category encompasses cases where an insider's actions do not align with IP theft, fraud, or IT sabotage objectives.

The threat of insider security breaches presents a significant business vulnerability stemming from inadequate breach detection, delayed response, and inconsistent recovery methods. This has led businesses to allocate resources to security awareness training initiatives and implement a wide range of security protocols, procedures, and technological measures [9].

III. AI-BASED INSIDER THREAT DETECTION APPROACHES

Insider threat detection has become an important application area for AI. Various AI techniques have been explored to analyze user activities, communications, and patterns to identify potential insider threats. The following subsections explore aspects of AI-driven insider threat detection strategies, each providing targeted insights into the complex field of ensuring organizational security. The sophisticated methodologies and technological advancements discussed consist of user behavior analytics and anomaly detection, Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, the transformative influence of Large Language Models (LLMs), and the graph-based approaches employed to discern insider threats. These innovative AI methods analyze user behavior, textual data, language patterns, and diverse datasets, contributing to evolving cybersecurity defenses against insider threats.

A. User Behavior Analytics and Anomaly Detection

Anomalies are data patterns that deviate from normal behavior. They can be caused by various factors, such as fraud, hacking, terrorism, or system failures. Although the causes differ, anomalies share the trait of being noteworthy to analysts. Their relevance and interest in real-world situations make anomaly detection important [10-11]. Machine Learning (ML) can automatically create required models for anomaly detection based on the training data provided. This approach is motivated by the availability of necessary training data, which are easier to obtain than manually defining models. As attacks become more complex, ML enables the building and maintenance of anomaly detection systems with minimal human input [12].

User Behavior Analysis (UBA) is a cybersecurity tool that detects insider threats, targeted attacks, and financial fraud. UBA examines human behavior patterns and uses ML algorithms and statistical analysis to identify potential threats based on abnormal deviations from normal activities [13]. User behavior profiles utilize a user's historical activities within an organization to reflect their typical actions and psychological characteristics. Malicious insiders may disguise themselves as...
legitimate users, quickly logging into security domains to conduct malicious activities, such as stealing files, before logging out again. Using user profiles helps detect anomalous behaviors that deviate from normal activities, signaling potential insider threats [14].

B. Natural Language Processing (NLP)-based Approaches

NLP techniques are well suited to analyze textual data, such as emails, chats, social media posts, and documents, to identify potential insider threats. NLP can extract key information from unstructured text data to detect signs of disgruntlement, malicious intent, or unauthorized sharing of sensitive information. In [15], a novel method was introduced to detect insider threats through anomaly detection, using NLP techniques to discern unusual patterns within textual data. The findings emphasized the effectiveness of this approach in uncovering insider threats that conventional methods struggle to identify.

C. Large Language Models (LLMs)

Recent advances in NLP have led to the development of LLMs with hundreds of billions of parameters or more, trained on massive textual datasets. These LLMs, based on transformer architecture, demonstrate impressive capabilities in language understanding and the completion of complex tasks through text generation [16]. Recent advances in LLMs, such as Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT), Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) 4, and Google's Language Model for Dialogue Applications (LaMDA), present new opportunities for insider threat detection through NLP. LLMs can identify unusual patterns in the language used by insiders, such as the use of specific keywords or phrases associated with malicious intent. In [17], a pre-trained LLM was specifically developed to detect cybersecurity threats. This LLM could recognize 14 distinct attack categories, achieving an impressive accuracy rate of 98% across all identified attacks.

D. Graph-based Approaches

As technology has progressed, user data have become diverse and multidimensional, stemming from a range of sources including network activity, psychological elements, organizational dynamics, and employee conduct. These data exhibit distinct structural patterns. A graph-based method can be used to identify insider threats within this complex and heterogeneous dataset [18]. In [19], the challenge of insider threats within organizational contexts was addressed by proposing a method to detect insider behavior among employees by combining self-anomaly detection, which examines an employee's historical activities, with group anomaly detection, which compares an employee's behavior to that of their peers. This approach involved creating a contextual graph to provide relevant information for analysis. Experimental results demonstrated the algorithm's effectiveness in identifying insider instances and reducing false alarms when compared to using self-anomaly detection alone.

Table I presents a comparative analysis of insider threat detection, demonstrating how it benefits significantly from diverse AI-based approaches. Therefore, organizations might achieve significant improvements in the early detection and prevention of insider threats.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Threat detection approach</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Accuracy metrics</th>
<th>Limitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>User behavior analytics for anomaly detection</td>
<td>LSTM autoencoder</td>
<td>CERT v4.2</td>
<td>True Positive Rate, False Positive Rate and Accuracy</td>
<td>Potential for missing important details when extracting features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>User behavior analytics for anomaly detection</td>
<td>OC SVM, RNN, and Isolation Forest</td>
<td>Collected data from 4 employees of the organization</td>
<td>Precision, Recall, and Accuracy</td>
<td>Dataset with limited features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>User behavior analytics for anomaly detection</td>
<td>Auto-encoder neural network, K-means clustering, and hidden Markov model</td>
<td>Credit card transactions by European cardholders</td>
<td>True Positive Rate, False Positive Rate</td>
<td>Limited dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>NLP</td>
<td>Logistic regression and decision tree</td>
<td>Cyberbullying tweets</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Need to investigate more methods for comparison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>NLP</td>
<td>K-means and PCA</td>
<td>CERT r6.2</td>
<td>True Positive Rate</td>
<td>Lack of evaluation with real-world dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>LLMs</td>
<td>Security LLM</td>
<td>Collected data from IoT devices</td>
<td>Accuracy, Recall, and F1-Score</td>
<td>Lack of different types of attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>LLMs</td>
<td>Statistical analysis</td>
<td>Collected data from DC inside</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Limited dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>LLMs</td>
<td>Human-in-the-loop machine learning</td>
<td>Collected data from the communication of electrical devices</td>
<td>True Positive Rate, False Positive Rate, Precision and F1-Score</td>
<td>Low accuracy rate and lack of fine-tuning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>Graph-Based Approach</td>
<td>Multi-edge weight relational graph neural network</td>
<td>CERT r6.2</td>
<td>Accuracy, Recall, Precision, and F1-Score</td>
<td>High delay in threat detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>Graph-Based Approach</td>
<td>Isolation Forest Algorithm</td>
<td>Collected data from individual users</td>
<td>Percentage of suspicious user</td>
<td>Limited features and dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>Graph-Based Approach</td>
<td>Graph theoretic</td>
<td>Enron email dataset</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Difficult to detect anomalies in dynamic data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS OF DETECTING INSIDER THREATS

Detecting malicious insider threats poses significant challenges, as these events are often rare and difficult to model using only past data. Additionally, privacy concerns regarding employee monitoring and insufficient labeled data are critical issues for AI success. To train an AI model, large amounts of data are required. Thus, the model recognizes patterns, makes accurate predictions, and improves its performance. In this context, AI is used to model human behavior to identify insider threats. The challenges and limitations of detecting insider threats are as follows.

- Insufficient Insider Threat Datasets: Current research on insider threats struggles to validate and improve detection algorithms due to insufficient real-world organizational data. The lack of true insider threat data is a significant impediment to the development and evaluation of detection systems. Existing studies highlight that artificially generated datasets are not specifically designed to target insider threats. Furthermore, related research studies frequently use artificially generated datasets that are not suitable for insider threat scenarios. For example, some datasets lack malicious data or are out of date [3, 29].

- Privacy Concerns Related to Employee Monitoring: The solution proposed against insider threats should balance organizational security needs with employees' privacy rights and ethical concerns. For this purpose, more research is needed to develop monitoring strategies that are effective and respectful of employee autonomy and legal protections. The main problem with this concept arises from concerns about the employer's rationale for surveillance and its effects on morale and public perception [30].

- Budget and Time Issues: Supervised ML requires training data to build classification models for detecting insider threats. Existing approaches are mostly based on supervised learning that requires contextual user data and training procedures specific to insider threat detection. Although supervised ML methods are effective, they can be expensive and time-consuming [29].

- Static Access Control Policy Rules: Traditional access control systems have inherent vulnerabilities due to their reliance on predefined, inflexible policies and static attributes for making authorization decisions. These legacy systems fail to detect critical dynamic security events, such as changes in user behavior patterns, abuse of granted privileges, compromise of credentials through theft of access cards or passwords, and structural modifications of protected data [31].

- Changing Employee Behavior: Determining the threshold of deviant behavior that constitutes a malicious insider, or distinguishing normal from abnormal actions when a bad actor is already present, poses challenges. Employee routines fluctuate with shifting work demands and coverages. Therefore, abnormal behaviors can be mislabeled as malicious. Thus, careful management is necessary to avoid false accusations against employees, reflecting the difficulties in building robust insider threat defenses [32].

- Collusion Attacks: In collusion attacks, two or more malicious insiders coordinate to compromise a system. Therefore, it is difficult to detect insider threats. The actions of each individual may seem benign on their own. However, insiders can gradually manipulate and steal data without raising red flags by avoiding large and abnormal actions of any user. To detect these attacks, monitoring must go beyond the tracking of individuals to identify collective suspicious patterns of activity on sensitive resources [33].

V. FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES

AI-based insider threat detection systems have made significant advances recently, and various fields warrant further research and exploration. Several key research avenues emerge to address the future directions of AI-based insider threat detection. First, building strong defenses is imperative due to the threat posed by adversarial attacks. To strengthen the resilience of AI systems against insider threats, adversarial attacks - which aim to circumvent or manipulate AI models - require concentrated efforts on strategies such as adversarial training, robust feature extraction, and anomaly detection in adversarial settings [34]. Improving the explainability of AI models used for insider threat detection is another important path. Researchers are urged to investigate methods that provide comprehensible justifications for the choices made by AI systems. Explainable AI models are expected to promote trust development, increase transparency, and enable productive cooperation between AI systems and human analysts [35]. Additionally, one promising direction is the integration of multimodal data analysis. To improve insider threat detection's precision and efficacy, multiple data modalities should be combined, including text, audio, and video. Future studies should focus on creating AI models that are adept at interpreting and combining data from various sources in a fluid and efficient manner. Insider threat detection through a thorough analysis of multimodal data is possible with techniques such as multimodal fusion, cross-modal learning, and deep learning architectures [36]. The development of privacy-preserving techniques becomes critical as the importance of privacy in insider threat identification increases. To effectively detect insider threats and protect employee privacy, research should focus on the analysis of cryptographic protocols, secure multiparty computation, and differential privacy. Ensuring that these techniques not only maximize efficiency and benefits but also unquestionably protect sensitive data integrity throughout the entire detection process is crucial [37-38]. Finally, human-centric methods that enable cooperation between AI systems and human analysts represent an important field for future study. It is crucial to investigate ways to incorporate contextual knowledge and human expertise into AI systems. Effective collaboration between human analysts and AI can be facilitated by using human-in-the-loop approaches, interactive visualization techniques, and decision support systems [39].
In summary, addressing these directions and research opportunities will be essential for future work in AI-based insider threat detection. Promising AI techniques that have been presented include LLMs, NLP, graph-based approaches, user behavior analytics, and anomaly detection. Continuous research and development will lead to strong and efficient insider threat detection systems, enhancing organizational security against changing cyber threats, despite obstacles such as limited datasets and privacy concerns.

VI. CONCLUSION

Insider threats pose significant risks to organizations. In this context, detecting and mitigating these threats is crucial for ensuring the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information systems. This study presents an overview of the current AI techniques utilized for insider threat detection and highlights research challenges and opportunities in the field. AI techniques, such as user behavioral analytics and anomaly detection, NLP, LLMs, and graph-based approaches, have shown promise in identifying patterns and anomalies in user behavior that may indicate malicious intent. These techniques leverage ML algorithms, statistical analysis, and textual analysis to detect insider threats and potential indicators of malicious activities. However, several challenges and limitations must also be addressed to improve the effectiveness of insider threat detection. The main difficulty is the lack of sufficient datasets to detect insider threats. This deficiency hinders the development and evaluation of detection systems. In addition, privacy concerns related to employee monitoring and the need to balance organizational security needs with employee privacy rights and ethical considerations require further research. In this context, the development of monitoring strategies that respect privacy and legal protections is an essential requirement. Furthermore, the process of training accurate models to detect insider threats could be expensive and time-consuming, especially in supervised learning approaches that require contextual user data. Static access control policy rules and the changing behavior of employees pose additional challenges in accurately identifying insider threats and distinguishing them from normal actions.

Future directions of advanced AI-based insider threat research include the exploration of ensemble models, context-aware techniques, adversarial machine learning, and federated learning approaches. These approaches enable improving the accuracy and efficiency of insider threat detection systems.

In conclusion, insider threats present ongoing challenges for organizations, and the application of AI techniques holds promise in improving the early detection and prevention of such threats. Therefore, continued research and development in this field will contribute to the advancement of robust and effective insider threat detection systems, and ultimately improve the security posture of organizations against the evolving cybersecurity threats.
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